CBC ECOSpray U
Universal Resilient Adhesive

Non-flammable Aerosol Adhesive
Passes IAQ Standards per CA Sec 01350
CRI Green label Plus Approved
This product contains 0 “calculated” VOC

Instructions for use:
95°F
⇑

Store indoors away from heat or direct
sunlight at a temperature between
65°F and 95°F with the humidity below 65%
for 48 hours prior to, during and after the
testing and installation.

⇓
65°F

The substrate must be dry and clean.
Remove any foreign matter that would
interfere with a good bond. The installation
site must be acclimated with HVAC in
operation.
Do not use on substrates that have been
chemically cleaned.

First Aid:
Avoid contact with eyes and skin. For eye contact,
flush thoroughly with water for 15 minutes and get
immediate medical attention. For skin contact, wash
area with soap and water. If swallowed, do not
induce vomiting; get medical attention immediately.
If inhaled, remove person to fresh air; for difficulty
breathing, get immediate medical attention.

◄

◄

Working time for the adhesive should not
exceed 2 hours

NOTE:
It is up to the end user to
determine the coverage that is
appropriate for flooring and jobsite
conditions. Bond testing prior to
the installation will help identify
the appropriate application rate,
open and working time, and any
potential bonding problems to the
substrate or flooring.

For Use with:
LVT & Planks, Sheet
Products, Non-PVC Products
Coverage:140-160 sq. ft. can
840-1000 sq. ft. ctn.
HVT Products
Coverage:180-200 sq. ft. can
1100-1200 sq. ft. ctn.

Point can downwards, press the
side of the nozzle tip as you slowly
walk back and forth.
Do not use a sweeping motion as
this may create uneven coverage.
When using for LVT, LVP or nonPVC and sheet be sure to achieve
full coverage. Double application is
recommended on all sheet edges
and seam areas.
When using on a non-porous
substrate, a lighter application may
be necessary.
May be used on porous or
non-porous surfaces such as
metal, wood, fiberglass, terrazzo,
existing properly prepared vinyl
composition tile, and concrete
substrates with up to 90% in-situ
Relative Humidity as determined
per latest version of ASTM F2170,
and pH up to 11.0.

Keep adhesive free of dust and debris

SHELF LIFE:
2 years from the manufacturing date, in a
properly stored, unused container.

SHAKE CAN WELL BEFORE EACH USE.

Do not allow product to freeze.
Do not expose to temperatures
exceeding 115°F. Prolonged exposure to
heat or direct sun may cause container
to burst.

Use your finger tip to press the nozzle tip

COVERAGE:
Coverage will depend on substrate, and
flooring being installed, approximately
140-200 square feet per 22 ounce can.

140-200 sq. ft.

Protect delicate surfaces with a shield made from
cardboard or similar material

installation is complete with an appropriate

immediately after installation.
Between uses, clean the spray tip
immediately with a clean wet cloth to
prevent accumulation of dried adhesive.

Clean up any drips or overspray with soap
and water on a clean cloth. Dried adhesive
may require the use of a solvent adhesive
cleaner.

Allow the adhesive to dry completely
touched.
Open time will vary depending on the
adhesive coverage, substrate porosity
and the ambient conditions.

Suggested Spray Pattern for HVT
180-200 sq. ft. per can
1100-1200 sq. ft. ctn.

are complete.

Empty aluminum spray cans should be
relieved of excess pressure and recycled
or disposed of in accordance with local
requirements.

If you are unsure how to determine the
coverage rate of the adhesive; mark off
the square footage appropriate for the
line. Apply one full can within the area
sectioned off. If your desired coverage
is 140-160 square feet per can, mark off
a 12 foot by 12 foot section and apply
the entire amount of adhesive in the can
evenly within that area.

Suggested Spray Pattern for LVT & Planks,
Sheet Products, Non-PVC Products
140-160 sq. ft. per can
840-1000 sq. ft. ct.

For Technical Data Sheet , MSDS , LEED and expanded
usage information contact CBC AMERICA LLC

CBC Flooring / CBC AMERICA LLC
Telephone: 919-230-8700

at 919-230-8700 or www.cbcflooring.com

